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An analytic equation describing the force between two magnetic dipoles is derived in this
paper. We assumed that the dipole sizes are small compared to their separation. A Taylor
expansion for the first non-zero term was performed in order to derive the magnetic force
analytic expression. Vector differential and path integral derivation approaches are used,
and the same result is achieved with both methods. This force decreases with the fourth
power of the distance between the dipoles. Accuracy estimates due to the Taylor
approximation are given.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the forces between two magnetic dipoles are a function of spatial
derivatives of their magnetic fields, it is extremely difficult to develop
any physical intuition regarding the direction or magnitude of these
forces, except in the cases where the dipole moments are either parallel
or perpendicular to the separation vector between the dipoles. A closed-
form analytic expression would make it much easier to develop this
intuition.

Forces on magnetic dipoles have been previously calculated by
Greene and Karioris [1], Vaidman [2], Boyer [3], Brownstein [4],
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Hrasko [5] and Hnizdo [6]. However, the force of one magnetic dipole
on another has not yet been derived in electromagnetism textbooks or
the periodical literature.

Such an analytic expression of this force is derived and presented in
this paper for the case of dipole separation large compared with their
size. Path integral and vector differentiation approaches are given here,
with slightly different approximations used in each of these two cases.
Both yielded the same closed-form result.

FORCE BETWEEN MAGNETIC DIPOLES,
PATH INTEGRAL APPROACH

The magnetic force exerted by a circuit a carrying a current Ia on a
circuit b carrying a current Ib (in MKS units) is given in Lorrain and
Corson [7] as

gab
R3 (1)

where/z0 is the magnetic constant, equal to 4r x 10-7NA-2, I the
current of circuit a, Ib the current of circuit b, da the path increment
vector along circuit a, db the path increment vector along circuit b, and R
the vector from circuit path element da to circuit path element db. This
geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1.

FIGURE Geometry of the two magnetic dipoles.
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The magnetic dipole moments of these two circuits are defined as

Ii/ ., aormi i b, (2)

where a is the vector from the center of the magnetic dipole a to circuit
element da, and b the vector from the center of the magnetic dipole b
to circuit element db.
We assume that the magnetic dipoles are planar circular circuits. The

generic expression of the magnetic dipole moment then becomes

(3)

where I is the current of the generic magnetic dipole circuit, rh the unit
dipole moment vector, )the unit path increment vector along the circuit,
/5 the unit vector from the center of the magnetic dipole to the circuit
path element and 0 the angle from an axis in the plane perpendicular
to rh. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.

m(z)

(x)

FIGURE 2 Geometry of the generic magnetic dipole moment circuit.
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We next express the three unit vectors (rh,), and/5) in terms of 0 in the
coordinate system shown in Fig. 2 as follows:

(0) (4)

and

sin[0]) d
cos[0]

0 pdO
(6)

Note that:

(7)

and

(0) (8)

We next consider a general vector " in the coordinate system of a
circular magnetic dipole. We derive the following relations using
Eqs. (4)-(6) as follows:

(9)

rh dO 27r’. rh, (0)

’./5 dO j(x cos[0] + y sin[0]) dO 0, (11)
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v. ;tao f(- sin[0] + ycos[0])dO 0, (12)

f (" t5)dO f + sin[0] cos[0]
0 0

=Tr x =Trrh x v-’,
0

dO

(13)

(x) (14)

3(’./3) dO 7r(-- rh(rh. ’)), (15)

and

5(’, d) dO -rrrh x . (16)

In the expansion below, we will be evaluating integrals of certain
vector products. Before we get to those specific integrals, it is useful to
examine some shortcuts that allow us to express these integrals of
products in terms of products of vectors and the magnetic moment.
Consider now two general vectors ff and h in the coordinate system of
one of the circular magnetic dipoles. We derive the following relations
using Eqs. (4)-(6):

= yg (17)
Zg

h Yh
Zh

(18)
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(. )(. dO / sin[O])(--Xh sin[0] + cos[0]) dO(x cos[0] + Yg Yh

7r(XgYh ygXh)

7r( x h-’)rh, (19)

dO h- rh)(’, rh)) r(ff x rh). (fix rh),) 7r(. (.

(20)

)(#. ) dO #- )(#. h)) ( h). (# h),71"(g (.

(21)

(ft. t3)(ffx )dO= f(. t3)(ffx (rh x/5))dO

_[ (ft. )((ff-) (ff. ))dO

(&ff. if- if(ft. )) ( x ) x h (22)

&(# d0 if- ff(. -(ff x ) x h2 (23)x b) ))

For the far field approximation, we assume that the separation
vector between the dipoles is much larger than the dimensions of the
dipoles. In effect, we are using a Taylor expansion and ignoring the
higher order terms of r-1. That is,

7+ AV= V+ (b a), (24)

and

( .AF 3AV’AV 15(f. AV)2
R--- 75 1-3- (26)

r 2 r2 2 5 ]
where F is the vector from the center of magnetic dipole a to the center
of dipole b, f the unit vector along V, and AF is the difference of center
to circuit vectors and equals/b --/a.
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We substitute the above expansion (26) into the integrand of the
force equation (1) as follows:

& (a)
R3

r3
3 --+

r 2 rE

We ignore the first term whose integral is zero. We then substitute
expressions (7) and (24) into Eq. (27). The integrand of the force
equation in the far field therefore becomes:

bX(aX/) ( .AF 3F. AF 15 (#- F)2.
r3 --3 r 2 r2 2 r2

( 3AV’A7 15(’AV)2)A x (da x (Z+ )) -3. r-
2 r +2 -r

r4

( 3 (’b ’a)215 (’’ ’b " ’a)2)+ (28)x -3 (b--a)
2 r 2 r

Some of the terms in the above expression have zero integrals as
indicated by Eq. (8), (11), and (12). We therefore ignore these terms
and now have:

#bX(#X/)/’ #.AF 3AF. AF 15
r3 t--3 )r 2 r 2 r2

r’-g((da(db" ) f(da" db))(3(a" b) 15(f. a)(f" /b)))

+ 3b(d." db)(?" b) + 3(-da(db. ) + a(db" da))(f" ). (29)

We then evaluate integrals of these terms with Eqs. (10)-(16) and
(18)-(23) as follows:

(3o)
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2 2 If 2mamb
--rPaPb (la lb)()a )b) dOa dOb IaIb

(l’ha t’hb)’ (31)

5 b a a(db )(" a)(" b)

f(l )(" b) / la(Z" a) dG dOb O, (32)--5PaPb

5ffb ffa (da b)( a)( b) 5PaPb2 2 f(" b)

I(la" lb)(" )a) dOa dObx

5
mam

[b.
l,ha lb

, lla , llb

(33)

--bb a a(db )(" b) --p2ap f(" )b) / )a( la) dOadOb

ab
(( ,h),h (,ha" ,h)).

(34)

(35)

(36)

Using results in Eqs. (28)-(36), the final force equation of dipole a

on dipole b after path integration becomes:

(37)
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FORCE BETWEEN DIPOLES, VECTOR
DIFFERENTIATION APPROACH

We can also derive the force expression with the vector differentiation
approach rather than the path integral approach shown above. The
magnetic field generated by dipole a at the location of dipole b is
given by:

/’g/a t"#0 ;3 (38)Bab 4r

The force exerted by dipole a on dipole b can be derived from
potential energy considerations as follows:

ab --7(--ab llb) 7(ab "llb) 1"0 ((lla ’) )4 r3 Nb

(39)
Forces shown above can be simplified. First, let us look at gradients

of the following Nnctions:

and

1
O/Oy

nv
0/o r n+2

(40)

(’1" -) O/Oy (1" O/Oy(xIX "t- YlY -t" ZIZ)
O/OZ O/OZ(XIX -t- YlY nt- 7"17")

Yl Vl.

Zl

These relations can be used to simplify Eq. (39) as follows"

(41)
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47rlZ \llar fib -3 (tfia F)(tfib
5

/z0 3(ta. F,)(b.F)7r4- (/’a tb)’
3 (rfib. F)(lta ,) 3

(rfi. ’) 7(Nb. rOr5 r

3#omamb
47rr4

(f(tha" thb) -k ff’ta(f" thb) q- thb(f"/’ha)

3#0
47rr4

((f x n4) x nqb + (t x nqb) x n4 2f(nqa.

-t- 5(( X /a)" (/ X ?’J’b)))" (42)

Note that Eq. (37) and (42) are identical. In addition, for magnetic
dipoles aligned in the same direction, perpendicular to their separation
direction, a pure repulsive force results. For the case of two magnetic
dipoles oriented in opposite directions, again both perpendicular to
their separation direction, a pure attraction force results. For the case
of the magnetic dipoles and their separation orientation direction all
coaligned, a pure attractive force results. For other combinations of
orientations, both forces and torques can be produced. In a companion
paper, torques between two magnetic dipoles are discussed [8]. Note
also that these equations allow us to understand the forces in fairly
simple and intuitive terms. Here, the total force is proportional to the
product of the two magnetic moments, and inversely proportional to
the fourth power of the distance between them. There is a component
parallel to the separation vector, and a component parallel to each
dipole moment. The relative magnitudes of these components is a func-
tion of the geometrical relationships between the two dipole moments
and between each dipole and the separation vector between them.

In addition, we computed magnetic forces for several different cases
with our derived formula (42). We then compare these results with those
obtained with numerical integration of the original exact Eq. (1). We
refer to the results derived with our formula as the "Formula" results
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and those with numerical integration of the exact equation as the
"Exact" results. We have varied the numerical integration step size
to ensure contribution of the numerical step error is insignificant in
our analysis.
We assume magnetic moments for a and b both equal to 100 Am2,

the radius of the magnetic dipole loop is 10 cm, and a spacing of m
between the two dipoles. We considered four different dipole orienta-
tions in a coordinate system with the x-axis pointing along f, the
separation vector from a to b. The directions of the unit magnetic
moment vectors and force vectors computed with "Formula" and
"Exact" approaches are presented as shown in Table I.

These results demonstrate that our formula is very good when the
separation distance r is large compared to the magnetic moment radius
p. We analyzed the sensitivity of this Taylor expansion error contribu-
tion by computing the ratio of force magnitudes derived with the
"Exact" and "Formula" approaches. We plot this ratio versus rip for the
four different cases discussed above. Results are presented in Figs. 3-6.
The results show when rip is about 7, our formula is well within

10% of the exact formula.

TABLE

CASE

II III IV

Formula ffab (N)

Exact Fab (N)
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Case
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FIGURE 3 Ratio of exact over formula forces for case I.
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FIGURE 4 Ratio of exact over formula forces for case II.
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Case III
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FIGURE 5 Ratio of exact over formula forces for case III.
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1.7

1.2

Case IV

4 6 8 10 12 14
rip

FIGURE 6 Ratio of exact over formula forces for case IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We derived the analytical expression of the force between two magnetic
dipoles using both the path integral and vector differentiation methods,
and get the same result.
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